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Abstract:  

This “solar powered vision based robotic lawn mower” is an autonomous lawn mower that will allow the user to the ability to c ut their 

grass with minimal effo rt. Unlike other robotic lawn mowers on the market, this design requires no perimeter wires to main tain the 

robot within the lawn and also with less human effort  in the manual mode operation. There are some preset pattern installed in the 

robot, in the automatic mode operation no human effort needed for the operation and helps to cut different patterns in the lawn very 

easily with less time.. Through an array of sensors safety takes major consideration in the device, this robot will not only stay on the 

lawn, it will avoid and detect objects and humans. And also it detect the land boundaries and start mo wing upon the predefine pattern 

with the help of installed camera and MATLAB programming.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the time where technology is merging with environmental 

awareness, consumers are looking for ways to contribute to the 

relief of their own carbon footprints. Pollution is manmade and 

can be seen in our own daily lives, more specifically in our own 

homes. Gas powered lawn mower are in 90% of U.S. home and 

they create 5% of the total U.S. pollution. And also for 

electrically powered mowers it consumes large amount of energy 

for the working. Nowadays everything going under automation 

so here also I tried to reduce the human effort for the mowing 

job. Green technology initiatives are being support by both the 

government and cooperates business. Our new design for an old 

and outdated habit will help both the consumer and the 

environment. This robotic mowing device is solar powered 

which gets charged its battery while mows on the lawn from 

sunlight and also we can charge it manually from main supply. 

There are lots of research are going on in this field the available 

technology are using GPS system[2] and perimeter wire[3] to 

find the boundary of the lawn. This makes the mowing more 

complicated. And there is preset pattern installed on the device 

which helps to cut the lawn in different design with less time and 

less human effort which is a added advantage.. In this paper 

research has been done to know how much successful it will be 

in different lawn. Ult rasonic sensors are used for obstacle 

avoidance and humidity sensor for checking humid ity level in 

the lawn. PIR sensor here is used to detect human interaction 

near the device in operation. Android s mart phone is used for 

image capturing of lawn at random sequence. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Pesticide sprayer based image processing through MATLAB  

According to a paper published in “Early Pest Detection in 

Tomato Plantation using Image Processing, International 

Journal of Computer Applications (0975 – 8887) Volume 96– 

No.12, June 2014 IJCATM www.ijcaonline.org” in this paper 

the images of tomatoes are captured using a camera and is given 

as an input to the system. Then the images are processed to 

interpret the image contents by image processing methods to 

detect the tomatoes and identify the borer in it.  
 

 According to a paper published in “ Crop Detection By 

Machine Vision For Weed Management ,International Journal 

of Advances in Engineering & Technology, July, 2014.©IJAET 

ISSN: 22311963 ” this paper gives idea of image processing 

programming through Matlab such as Image acquisition , 

Excessive green algorithm, Image Enhancement, Size based 

feature extraction and Crop masking. 

 

 According to a paper published in “Grape clusters and foliage 

detection algorithms for autonomous selective vineyard 

sprayer, Received: 11 February 2010 / Accepted: 17 August 

2010 / Published online: 1 September 2010 © Springer-Verlag 

2010” this paper gives idea of real t ime image processing. 
 

 According to a paper published in “Automatic Detection Of 

Greenhouse Plants Pests by Image Analysis, Tanm 

Makinalari Bilimi Dergisi (Journal of Agricultural 

Machinery Science) 2011 , 7(2), 171-174 ” This Paper shows 

algorithm  flowchart of image processing for whitefly ext raction 

such as Image Acquisition , Low pass Filtering, Background 

subtraction, Laplacian Filtering, Region of interest mask, 

Objects of interest Extraction. 
 

 According to a paper published in “Autonomous Farming 

Robot with Plant Health Indication, International Journal of 

Advanced Technology in Engineering and Science www. 

Ijates.com Volume No.03, Issue No. 01, January 2015 ISSN 

(online): 2348 – 7550”. The proposed system is open 

architecture so any one can make th is type of system using any 

way or path. The system uses image processing to observe the 

leaf colour which increases further accuracy of the system as it 

identifies colour very accurately than human.  
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 PROBLEMDEFINITION   
 

A lawn mower is a machine that uses a revolving blade or b lades 

to cut a lawn at an even height. Lawn mowers employing a b lade 

that rotates about a vertical axis are known as rotary mowers, 

while those employing a blade assembly that rotates about a 

horizontal axis are known as cylinder or reel mowers. Many 

designs have been made, each suited to a particular purpose. The 

smallest types, pushed by a human, are suitable for s mall 

residential lawns and gardens, while larger, self-contained, ride-

on mowers are suitable for large lawns, and the largest, multi-

gang mowers pulled behind a tractor, are designed for large 

expanses of grass such as golf courses and municipal parks.  The 

problems with availab le mower are 1. Power consumption: The 

available mowers are petrochemical powered or electrical 

powered which will consume large amount of conventional 

energy Source. Human effort : The mowing Time consumption: 

For 2. 3. 4. Work always needs to get control with a worker for 

the proper mowing.  Mowing the land in different patterns and 

design it takes larger t ime and human effort Safety. 

 

PROPOS EDDES IGN 

 

A. Watermark embedding algorithm – Mowing the lawn with a 

standard motor powered lawn mower is an inconvenience, and 

no one takes pleasure in it. Cutting grass cannot be easily 

accomplished by elderly, younger, or disabled people. Taking 

into account this context we first considered a remote controlled 

robotic lawn mower. The first expected outcome for this project 

is the creation of a lawn mower that will cut via remote control, 

and then adapt that design to create a mower to operate 

autonomously the primary goal was to create a reliable and 

efficient robotic lawn mower that is not expensive to build and 

performs well. The purpose of this project is to alter the already 

built lawn mower in such a way that minimal effort  will be 

required to perform the task of mowing grass. This incorporates 

designing all of the features necessary to perform all the tasks 

posed for this lawn mower to accomplish. Once a final design 

has been created to the standards agreed on by the group, parts 

for the mower will then have to be obtained. The final design 

will incorporate communicat ion between both hardware and 

software and software components. The two main as pects of the 

project needed to be accomplished was the overall safety of the 

machine itself and the effect iveness to efficiently cut grass. The 

next objective was to automate the mower so that the user is 

taken out of the picture, and the user’s only task is setting up the 

device initia lly. Another area which was considered was an idea 

which could be innovative and resource saving. For this purpose 

we considered the use of solar energy which earlier seemed to be 

a difficu lt task. When surveyed it was realized  that solar panels 

are easily availab le and can be easily accommodated into the 

project. Only thing that was required was an alternate source of 

power with availability to be recharged .Thus, emerged up a 

project which satisfies the renewable concept as well as easy to 

use. 
 

III. KEY WARD 
 

Solar Panel- The solar panel is used for storing the solar energy 

which obtained from sun. It is the infinite source of energy. We 

are used solar panel of 10 Watt 12V. The material used in it is 

Glass Size (L × B) 35×30×2.2cm and having maximum power of 

10Watts (Pmax) and voltage at maximum power is 17.7volt and 

current at maximum power is 0.57 Amp and open circuit voltage 

is 21.5 volt and maximum system voltage is 600volt DC.   

 

Sensor-A sensor an electric component, module, or sub system 

whose purpose is to detect events or changes in its environment 

and send the information to the other electronics, frequently a 

computer processor. In this system we used three different types 

of sensor 1.PIR sensor, 2.Ultrasonic sensor, and 3.Humid ity and 

temperature sensor. 

 

Battery - 

In the modern era, electrical energy is normally converted from 

mechanical energy, solar energy, and chemical energy etc. 

A battery is a device that converts chemical energy to electrical 

energy. The first battery was developed by Alessandro Volta in 

the year of 1800. In the year 1836, John Frederic Daniel, a 

British chemist developed the Daniel cell as an improved version 

of the voltaic cell. From that time until today, the battery has 

been the most popular source of electricity in many daily life 

applications. In our daily life, we generally use two types of 

battery; one of them is which can be used once before it gets 

totally discharged. Another type of battery is rechargeable which 

means it can be used multiple times by recharging it externally. 

The former is called primary battery and the later is called 

secondary battery. Batteries can be found in different sizes. A 

battery may be as small as a shirt button or may be so big in size 

that a whole room will be required to install a battery bank. With 

this variation of sizes, the battery is used anywhere from small 

wrist watches to a large ship. 

 

Servomotor- 

A servomo is a specific type of motor that is combined with 

a rotary encoder or a potentiometer to form a servomechanism. 

This assembly may in turn form part of another 

servomechanism. A potentiometer provides a simple analog 

signal to indicate position, while an encoder provides position 

and usually speed feedback, which by the use of a PID 

controller allow more precise control of position and thus faster 

achievement of a stable position (for a given motor power). 

Potentiometers are subject to drift when the temperature changes 

whereas encoders are more stable and accurate. 

 

Grass Cutter- 

A rotary mower rotates about a vertical axis with the blade 

spinning at high speed relying on impact to cut the grass. This 

tends to result in a rougher cut and bruises and shreds the grass 

leaf resulting in d iscoloration of the leaf ends as the shredded 

portion dies. This is particularly prevalent if the blades become 

clogged or blunt. Most rotary mowers need to be set a little  

higher than cylinder equivalents to avoid scalping and gouging 

of slightly uneven lawns, although some modern rotaries are 

fitted with a rear roller to provide a more fo rmal striped cut. 

These machines will also tend to cut lower (13 mm) than a 

standard four-wheeled rotary. 
 

IV. CONCLUS IONS 
 

Robotics is very vast field which comes with different 

combinations of technology this will helps to reduce the human 

effort and gives maximum efficient output for the work, 

Nowadays lot of energy is wasted for mowing lawn in d ifferent 

areas of the world and also takes lots of human effort for the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotary_encoder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potentiometer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature_coefficient_of_resistance
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work. The main aim of this project is to make a solar powered 

automated robotic lawn mower system which will helps to mows 

the lawn with lesser human effort. Advantages of this system are 

used components are of low cost so and in bulk production and 

adding of few more sensors doesn’t makes any difference. but 

the disadvantage is that sometimes response of the system is too 

slow so in real time high end DSP processors is recommended 

that can process much faster. In case autonomous pesticide 

sprayer, the proposed system here is an efficient and simple 

algorithm to detect the pests in green leaves plant in the early 

stage. Since the pests are identified at an early stage, the system 

also helps in less use of pesticides. The safety features, reliab ility 

and cost efficiency, and the user friendliness of the mower 

designed will succeed the benefits of some other mowers that are 

present today. Nowadays the non-renewable sources of energy 

are depleting and renewable sources are coming into existence 
such as solar energy as they are more environmental friendly.  
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